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HER HONOUR:

This application arises in a proceeding wherein the plaintiff, MCH Australia Pty Ltd

(MCH), seeks various relief against two former directors/employees, Mr Kee Doery

and Mr Ari Luo (and their associated companies), for conductinvolving the diversion

of customers and the setting up of a competitor business engaged in selling home

brewing products.

2 In particular, the application arises in the context of claims that Mr Doery was

involved in the incorporation ofrthe third defendant;(cgland Disnibution pylad
(Kegland), and that Kegland knew, and was involved ln, two particular

contraventions of s 183 of rhe Corporations Act (the Act) by Mr Doery as follows:

that Mr Doery improperly used an 'MCH price List' to gain an

advantage for Kegland, or to cause a detriment to MCH, in breach of s

183 of the Act (Price List Claim); and

1.

a

that Mr Doery improperly used 'MCH Customer Information' to gain an

advantage for Kegland, or to cause a detriment to MCH, in breach of s

183 of the Act (Customer List Claim).

The issue before the court is, firsf whether it should strike out all/part of the Price

List Claim contained in the Further Amended statement of Claiml pursuant to rule

23.02 of the Supreme Court (General Gvil Procedure) Rules 2015 (the Rules).

Alternatively, whether sununary judgment is appropriate on that claim.

Secondly, the issue is whether summary judgment oughtbe granted in relation to the

Customer List Claim.2

Further Amended Statement of Claim dated 14 June 2019; Leave was given to file this document at the
hearing on 12June 2019 with the third defendant preserving their righis to make the application herein.
Although the Amended Summons sought to strike out part of thislhim, this was noi pursued at the
hearing: See Transcript of Proceedings (MCH Australia Pty Ltd o Kee Doery €t Ors, S iCI ZO1S OOe+,
Kennedy J, 12 June 2019) 36.
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5 The application was brought by Kegland alone. Thus, Mr Doery did not make his own

application, nor did he appear to support Kegland's application or file any affidavit

in support.3

Nature of claims made

It is alleged that MCH was carrying on the business of manu-facturing and selling

home brewery kits under brands which included'Keg King.'

Mr Doery was a director and officer of MCH until he was suspended on 4 October

2017 for persistent and wilful misconduct, and subsequently terminated on 12 October

2017.

The application before the court is concerned with Mr Doery's actions in relation to

Kegland. However, these are made in the context of a number of very serious 'non-

Kegland' claims whereby Mr Doery is alleged to have breached his duties by reason

of, inter alia the following conduct:

conduct relating to a competitor to MCH, Oxebar Pty Ltd (Oxebar), including

causing Oxebar to manu-facture, market and sell competitive home brewing

kits; using MCH equipment to assist the running of the Oxebar business; and

causing MCH to employ Oxebar staff (at [9] - [208]);

diverting customers to a Chinese company, Amco Co Pty Ltd (Amco) a

company associated with a Ms Lidia Jiang, a family friend of Mr Luo; and

falsely representing that Amco is an MCH distribution centre in China (at [21]

- l27l);

wrongfully using various trademarks and domain names (at [28] - [33]);

making false statutory declarations to obtain funding from the Victorian

6

7

8

a

a

a
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Affidavits in Support of Kegland's Application: Affidavit of Jiang Li sworn 30 October 2018; Affidavit
of Toby Lee Masterson sworn 13 March 2019; Afhdavit of Hong Rui Liu swom 3L January 2019;

Affidavit of Hong Rui Liu swom 26 February 2019; Afhdavit of Hong Rui Liu swom 3 April 2019.

Affidavits in opposition to Kegland's Application: Affidavit of Simon john Dollard sworn 12 October

20L8; Affidavit of SimonJohnDollard sworn5 December 2018; Mfidavit of Simon]ohn Dollard sworn

18 December 2018; Affidavit of Maggie Hu sworn 7 Yuy 2019; Afhdavit of Daizhuo Wu sworn 8 May

2o1e' 
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a

Department of state Development, Business and Innovation (at [34]- [a0]);

making false statements in causing MCH to enter a loan which was not
required (at [41] - W4); and

causing MCH to pay Mr Doery's personal expenses using MCH company

funds (at [48] - I50l).

a

9 In relation to the Kegland claims, it is alleged that Kegland was incorporated on 8

December 2017, some weeks after Mr Doery's employment was terminated on 12

Octoberiz}1tl , and, thaLit has ma+keted orsold home brew.ing produetswhieh e ompete

with the MCH products by reference to the 'KegKing' name (at t56]). It is further

alleged that Mr Doery was involved in the incorporation of Kegland; has entered into

some arrangement to benefit financially from the operations of that company;

alternatively, is an employee or consultant of that company (at ts7]).

There are then tlree groups of allegations made against Kegland: the Price List Claim;

the Customer List Claim, and a further claim under lhe Australian Consumer Lau (ACL

Claim) that Kegland has engaged in misleading and deceptive conduct in the use of

the name'Keg King' or the'Keg King'logo (at [624)].

As indicated above, Kegland orrly sought relief in relation to the first two claims.

However, it sought to reserve its rights in relation to the third claim on the basis that

this claim had only been recently added.+

Legal Principles

Striking out pleadings

The strike out application was made under rule 23.02 of the Supreme Court (General

Guil Procedure) Rules 2015 onthe basis that the claim did not disclose a cause of action

((a)), Further, that to the extent there was vagueness, that this would prejudice the

Transcript of Proceedings (MCH Australia Pty Ltd a Kee Doery €t Ors, S ECi 2018 0064, Kenne dy J, 12
June2019) 6-7.
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13

14

hearing of the trial ((c)).

The legal principles that apply to strike out applications are without controversy and

were recently set out by Elliott J tn BFI Capital Pty Ltd a Financial Ombudsman Seraice

Limited (In Liq) as follows:s

JJ The court may order that the whole or part of a pleading be struck out
if, relevantly, a statement of claim: does not disclose a cause of action;

is scandalous, frivolous or vexatious; may prejudice, embarrass or
delay the fair trial of the proceeding; or is otherwise an abuse of the

process of the court. Unlike an application under t 23.0'1, an application
under r 23.02seeks no more than a striking out or an amendment rather
than judgment ordered summarily.

The elements of an adequate pleading are straighfforward. A pleading
must comprise a coherent narrative of material facts which set out and

frame the elements of a cause of action. It must be pleaded with
sufficient clarily, must not be unintelligible, ambiguous or vague and

must not raise allegations that are offensive. Where particulars are

relied uport they ought not be used to "fill material gaps" or "cure a

bad statement of claim." Ultimately, the purpose of a proper pleading
is to allow, in the interests of fairness, the opposite party to know what
is alleged. Where a pleading is deficient it aoy of these respects, an

application striking out the pleading may be warranted.

A strike out applicatioru therefore, is distinct from an application for
summary judgment in that it is an objection to the manner of expression

of the pleading, as opposed to the prospects of the cause of action or
defence itself. Again, care must be exercised when ordering that a

pleading be struck out. (Citations omitted)

34.

35.

Although evidence may not be generally adduced on a strike out applicatioru the court

is entitled to look at any documents referred to in the pleadings.6

Summary judgment

The application for summary judgment was based on s 63(1) of the Ciail Procedure Act

2010 (Yic) (CPA) which provides that subject to s 64, a court may give summary

judgment in any civil proceeding if satisfied that a claim has 'no real prospect of

[201e] vsc 71 [33]-[35].
DaypWiIIiamHiII (ParkLane) Ltdl1949lLKB 632cited inRozusona Alpass (2017)53 VR 196,205 [33] and

IMeelahana City of Casey Q'Jo L2) [2013] VSC 316.
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success/.7

In Lysaght Building Solutions Pty Ltd u Blanalko Pty Ltda Warren CJ and Nettle JA

provided the following guidance on applications under s 63:

(u) the test for summary judgment under s 63,of the Civil Procedure
Act 2010 is whether the respondent to the application for
summary judgment has a "real" as opposed to a "fan:rcifu.l"
chance of success;

(b) the test is to be applied by reference to its own language and
without paraphrase or eomparison with thelhopelessa or
"bound to fail tesf' essayedin General Steel;

(.) it should be understood, however, that the test is to some degree
a more liberal test than the "hopeless" or "bound to fail" test
essayed in General Steel and, therefore, permits of the possibility
that there might be cases, yet to be identified, in which it
appears thaf although the respondenfs case is not hopeless or
bound to fail, it does not have a real prospect of success;

(d) at the same time, it must be borne in mind that the power to
terminate proceedings summarily should be exercised with
caution and thus should not be exercised unless it is clear that
there is no real question to be tried; and that is so regardless of
whether the application for summary judgment is made on the
basis that the pleadings fail to disclose a reasonable cause of
action (and the defect cannot be cured by amendment) or on the
basis that the action is frivolous or vexatious or an abuse of
process or where the application is supported by evidence.

The above remarks have been frequently cited, including in the Court of Appeal

decision of Feldman a Frontlink Pty Ltd3

In that case their Honours also relied on s 64. This provides that, if the court is satisfied

thaf despite there being no real prospect of success, the civil proceeding should not

be disposed of summarily because it is not in the interests of justice to do so or the

dispute is of such a nature that only a full hearing on the merits is appropriate.lo

An earlier claim under r 23.01 was abandoned at the hearing; See Transcript of Proceedings (MCH
Australia Pty Ltd a Kee Doery €t Ors, S ECI 2018 0064, Kenne dy J, 12 Jane 2019) 99 .

(2013) 42VR 27 [35].
[2014] VSCA 27 l24l ('Feldman'). See also Mandie a Memart Nominees Pty Ltd [2016] VSCA 4144)-t481.
Feldman (n9) [5+]-[59]
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The court allowed the applican{s ground of appeal that the trial judge erred in failing

to give adequate consideration to s 64 andfound that, in all circumstances of the case,

the proceeding should be referred to trial. In particular, Warren CJ, Tate JA and Sifris

AJA found that it was not desirable to fragment the claims where there were two or

more claims arising out of similar contracts in circumstances where the balance of

claims were to continue and that all matters should have proceeded to trial.11

In this case MCH also relies on s 64 in opposing the application for summary

judgment.

Price List Claim

Strike out claim

The key components of the Price List Claim as alleged were as follows:

That Mr Doery acquired information in the form of the MCH Price

List at the time he was a director, officer and employee of MCH and

because of his position as a director, officer and employee of MCH ([
58(a)l and [5e]);

Mr Doery improperly used the MCH Price List to gain an advantage

for Kegland or cause a detriment to MCH in breach of s 183 of the

Act ([60]);

That at all material times since 8 December 2017 Kegland had

knowledge that Mr Doery was a director, officer, and senior

employee; that he owed the relevant duties; and that he would be in
breach if he engaged in the relevant conduct (l6f]);

In the premises Kegland was relevantly involved in a contravention
of s 183 (l0zl);

MCH has suffered damage by reason of the wrongful use of MCH
information ([63]) for which it seeks damagesf compensation under
the Act.

a

a

a

a

a

In submissions, Kegland made no complaint about most of the components of this

claim. In particular, it made no complaint that it had knowledge of, and was relevantly

11 rbid [59]
JUDGMENT
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involved rru the alleged contravention. Rather, consistent with the Amended

Summons, its focus was on the matters alleged at [58(a)] and [60] above which focus

on the conduct of Mr Doery himself.12

It is accorditgly necessary to set out the relevant parts of these paragraphs as follows:

58. During the time that Doery was a director, officer and employee of
MCH:

(u) Doery acquired information in the form of the MCH product
price list (MCH Price List):

12

Particulars

The information in the MCH Price List was contained in an
electronic spreadsheet maintained by MCH which was available to
Doery at all material times that he was a director, officer and
employee of MCH. The MCH Price List identified each home
brewing product sold by MCH by reference to a part number and
specified the dimensions and weight for that product together with
the price at which each product was acquired by MCH from a given
supplier. Doery (and Luo) emailed the MCH Price List to Ms Lidia
Jiang and instructed Ms Jiang as to how to use it (email from Luo
to Ms Jiang dated 9 September 2016 at3:36pm, email from Doery to
Ms Jiang dated 9 December 201.6 at9:46 arr.). Ms Jiang did nothave
the permission of MCH to disclose the MCH Price List to third
parties (such as Kegland). Doery was the primary sales contact at
MCH and knew the price at which MCH acquired the products
which it supplied to keycustomers such as Ambar Technology and
ZIP Heaters and the profit margin applied by MCH on such sales....

59 Doery acquired the MCH Price List ... because of his position as a director,
officer and employee ofMCH.

Particulars

Doery's acquisition of the MCH Price List ... is to be inferred from the
particulars to paragraph 60.

60. Doery has improperly used the MCH Price List to gain an advantage for
Kegland or cause a detriment to MCH, in breach of the duty pleaded in

Paragraph 2(a) of the Amended Summons sought that [58(a)] and [60] be struck out under r 23.02 of
the Rules.

7 TUDGMENT
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paragraph 5(d) above [which was a breach of s183].

Particulars

MCH refers to and repeats the particulars to paragraph 58 above.

Doery has caused the list to be distributed to MCH customers in an
attempt to obtain orders for Kegland products. For example, in an
email sent on 26 February 2018, Doery instructed Jiang to forward
an amended MCH Price List (in which Kegland individual part
numbers for each product had been added to the list and the MCH
part number was described as the "old part number") to a customer
located in New Zealand. The price listwas forwarded byliangon26
February 2018 from the email address "1idia@kegking.cn".

Kegland has gained advantages including by:

i. having access to a comprehensive parts and price list for a

home brewery business in the form of the MCH Price List,
without having to use its own efforts to create such a lisl

ii. having access to the price at which its competitor, MCH,
acquires products from its suppliers;

iii. using the MCH Price List to encourage MCH customers to
place orders with Kegland instead, by facilitating their
change in ordering practices; and

iv. relying on the goodwill of Keg King to attract MCH
customers, by representing that Keg King part numbers are
" old partnumbers" of Kegland when this is inaccurate.

MCH has suffered a detriment as a result of loss of customers and
revenue to Kegland. Further particulars will be provided prior to trial.
(marked up amendments omitted)

Ke gl an d' s sub mis.si on s

Kegland made two fundamental attacks on the above pleading, namely, that:

(u) the MCH Price List was not properly defined; and

(b) there was a disconnect between the alleged wrongdoing and the acquiring of

the MCH Price List during the course of employment.

In relation to the second point, it was allegedly not clear that MCH Price List

'improperly used' was the same document acquired during the course of employment

particularly since Ms Jiang appeared to have the (amended) Price List (not Mr Doery).

8 JUDGMENT
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Further it was not a document which would attract s 183 givery on the matters

particularised at [58] and [60], the document had been given to Ms Jiang anyway and

was in the public domain.

It was also highlighted that particulars should not fill gaps in circumstances where

material facts were not properly pleaded.

Resolution

The allegatianis-thatthere-is-improper-use-of a document in breach of s 183 of the Act.

In order to establish involvement in such a breach of duty, MCH will hence need to

establish the following components:

(u) Mr Doery obtained certain information;

(b) that Mr Doery obtained that information because he has been a director or
officer or employee of MCH;

(") there was improper use of that information either to gain an advantage for
Kegland or cause detriment to MCH; and

(d) relevant involvement in the contravention under s79 of the Act.

29 Kegland's complaints, above, direct attention to (a) and (c) only.

Definition of information (paragraph 58)

Paragraph 58 makes clear that the allegation is that the information in the form of the

MCH Price List which was acquired before Mr Doery ceased to be a director and

officer of MCH. The particulars at [58] further describe the information in the MCH

Price List as that contained in an electronic spreadsheet which was available to Mr

Doery at all material times that he was a director, officer and employee of MCH. The

MCH Price List is further defined as identifying'each home brewing product sold by

MCH by reference to a part number and specified the dimensions and weight for the

produc! together with the price at which each product was acquired by MCH from a

28

30

9 JUDGMENT
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given supplier'.

g1, There is therefore adequate definition of the relevant information and the MCH Price

List.

Improper use (paragraph 60)

32 In terms of the allegation of improper use' it is true that [60] is conclusory. It would

hence be better if the material facts for this allegation are properly plead.ed (which

appear to be that Mr Doery has 'caused the list to be distributed to MCH customers in

an attempt to obtain orders for Kegland products')'

JJ The same can be said for the allegation that the improper use caused detriment or

gained advantage which appears in particulars to [60] (though no complaint was

made about this).

Returning, then, to the primary complaint, that the pleading was bad given an alleged

disconnect.

First, although the example given refers to an'Amended Price List' this is clearly

intend.ed to incorporate the information in the original MCH Price List given the

reference to Kegland parts being 'added' to the list and the reference to 'old part

numbers' of MCH.

36 In relation to the complaint that the Price List was in the public domain, and was

already with Ms liang,no allegation of confidentiality is necessary for a claim under s

183. Rather the focus is on the actions of Mr Doery (not Ms ]iang) who has 'caused'

the list to be distributed in an attempt to obtain orders for Kegland. The example given

also refers to Mr Doery having'instructed' Ms Jiang to forward the information to a

customer in 2018.

97 In any even! the particulars at tsS(a)] allege that the MCH Price List was initially

provided to Ms Jiang rn 201,6 by Mr Doery who instructed her how to use it in
JUDGMENTsC: 10 
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circumstances where she did not have the permission of MCH to disclose it to third

parties.

Kegland is thereby on notice as to what is alleged. \Alhether the alleged distribution

will be'improper' (together with the quantum of any loss) is otherwise a question for

trial (subject to the matters below).

The Price List Claim will not be struck out. Rather, there will he leave to firrther amencl

to clearly distingl.rish between material facts and particulars. Any further particulars

(beyond the February 201,8 example) should also be provided.

Summary j udgment application

No written submissions were made in support of this aspect of the summary judgment

claim. Rather Kegland merely pressed for the Price List Claim to be struck out (at

paragraph 4).

Ffowever, in oral submissions, the focus was again on the 'improper' allegation. Thus

Counsel suggested that the distribution of the list would not be improper given it was

in the public domain and that the prices contained in the document were Ms Jiang's

own prices. Thus, there was no reason why she could not say the price she supplied

products at.

Resolution

The first answer to Kegland's complaints is again that there may still be 'improper'

use of information by Mr Doery even if the document is, or has become widely

circulated (though there may be an issue of loss). Thus the focus is on Mr Doery and

notwhether Ms Jiang was entitled to also use the document.

In any evenf there was a direct con{lict in the evidence as to whether Ms Jiang was

entitled to circulate the document and whether the prices contained thereinwere those

of Ms Jiang or MCH.

JUDGMEN,T
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Thus, there was an affidavit of Ms Jiang sworn 30 October 2018, who was the general

manager for Honyi International Co. Ltd, a Chinese company which manufactured

beer brewing equipment for both Kegland and, previously, MCH, and also a

salesperson at Amco (the subject of other allegations in this case).

She claimed that Mr Luo first emailed her the Price List and told her she could use it

for all her customers. She further claims that she has continued to use it, as updated,

and that she circulates it to other customers. She claims that she is the owner of the

Price List.

This is contradicted by evidence from MCH who also claim that Ms Jiang is not an

independent wibress.

Thus, Ms Maggie Hu (director of MCH) states that the product codes and prices are

set by MCH and that there was no permission given to Mr Luo to disclose the

information in those price lists to third parties. Further, that she was not aware that

Ms Jiang was disclosing the list to third parties and would have asked her to stop if

she had been aware

Such a conflict can only be resolved at trial and I am not satisfied that there are no real

prospects of success.

50

Summary on Price List Claim

49 It is not appropriate to strike out or dismiss the Price List Claim.

Rather, MCH will be given leave to further amend the Price List Claim, consistent with

these Reasons, and so as to more clearly plead relevant material facts.

51

Customer List Claim

The key components of this claim as pleaded were:

r Mr Doery acquired irrformation in the form of an MCH Customer List and

customer email database (MCH Customer Information) during the time he was

JUDGMENT
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a

a director, officer and employee of MCH and because of his position as a
director, officer and employee of MCH ([58(b)]13 and [59]);

Mr Doery improperly used the MCH Customer Information to gain an
advantage for Kegland or cause a detriment to MCH in breach of s183 of the
Act ([60,{]);

that at all material times since 8 December 2017 Kegland had knowledge that
Mr Doery was a director, officer, and senior employee; that he owed the
relevant duties; and that he would be in breach if he engaged in the relevant
conduct (lOtl);

in the ptemises Keglard was relevantly involved in a contravention of s 183 of
the Act (tlzl);

MCH has suffered damage by reason of the wrongful use of MCH information
0631).

a

a

52 No complaint was pursued about the pleading.la Rather, the focus of attack was

directed to the allegation at [60A] wherein it is alleged fhat'Doery has proaided the MCH

Customer Information to Kegland and Kegland has used that information to solicit MCH

cr.tstomers.' Aguou this allegation appears in the particulars. Though no point was

made about this, this ought be remedied as part of any amendment of the pleadings.

More significantly, the allegation is said to be inferred from a number of matters as

follows:

53

a

a

(i) in April 2018 Kegland sent an email communication to MCH
customers who had not previously purchased products from Kegland
or provided Kegland with their email addresses (citing several posts on
the website aussiehomebrewer.com);

(ii) & (iii) Kegland has destroyed, disposed of, or lost the copy of the
email communication which had been kept in'MailChimp' software
(which otherwise would retain a copy of the email communication and
details of recipients);

13 In the particulars to t58(b)] to the Further Amended Statemetn of Claim d.ated 14J:une 2019, it is said
that 'The MCH Customer information was contained on MCH'S electronic database, (including in its
Magento and YouERP software), which was accessible by Mr Doery during his employment at MCH.
The Magento software stored the email addresses of customers who hailplaced 

-online 
orders with

MCH and those email addresses could be exported to a spreadsheet using the Magento software.'
Transcript of Proceedings (MCH Australia Pty Ltd a Kee Doery €t Ors, S ECi 2018 0064, Kenne dy J, 12
June 2019) 36.
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a

(iv) in an online message of May 2018 from an MCH retail customer to
MCH, Ms Gail Lidden (a MCH retail customer) reported that she had
suddenly been put on a Kegland mailing lis!

(v) Kegland has failed to discover any customer records from Magento
which would record, inter alia, the date on which a customer first
became a customer of Kegland.

55

56

54

57

58

In written submissions, Kegland submitted that, even if the matters contained in the

particulars were established, that they could not establish the inference alleged (which

needed to be the more probable conclusion to be drawn).15

Two further submissions were also made.

First, it was submitted that it was not logical to accept that, unless a person had

previously purchased a product from that organisation, the organisation must have

obtained the person's email address by taking itfrom a competitor's confidential email

database (at t28l). This was particularly so given the evidence as to the sources of

Kegland's email contacts at [9(a)] of the affidavit of Hong Rui Liu of 3 Aptil2019.

Second, it was subrnitted that a court could not find that the MCH Customer List was

copied in circumstances where the evidence of a project analysf Mr Toby Masterson,

was that 80% of the MCH email contacts were not even contained in the Kegland list.

Further rhat9l% of Kegland customers were not those of MCH. There would be no

reason to copy such a small portion in circumstances where the allegation was that the

whole document was copied. Kegland also clearly had multiple sources of customers.

In order to examine these complaints it is necessary to consider the relevant evidence.

Eaidence on the application

In oral submissiorL Counsel for MCH summarised the evidence relied upon as

follows:

Citing Soutlrcrn Colour (Vic) Pty Ltd a Micluel Parr I Anot [2017] VSCA 301' 1771.

1,4 JUDGMENT
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61.

(u) First, that five individuals posted that th"y had received the email

communication by Kegland, who had not previously made a purchase from

Kegland or provided Kegland with their email address;

(b) Second, there was the evidence of Mr Masterson about the overlap in

customers;

(.) Third, that there was a failure to discover any customer records from Magento

software; and

(d) Fourth, that Kegland had destroyed, disposed of, or lost the copy of the email

communication that had been kept in MailChimp software which would

identify who was sent the mailouts in April2018.

There was also reference to two other matters of significance. Firs! there was reference

to the position of Mr Doery. It was suggested that he would generally be subject to a

substantial credit attack at trial and it was also highlighted that he had not given

evidence as to these allegations on this application, even through a solicitor.l6 Second,

there was a substantial challenge to the explanations of Mr Liu as to the origins of

Kegland'o customcr list.

April 201 8 email communications

The evidence of Mr Simon Dollard, solicitor, was that MCH customers have been

contacted by Kegland whose contact details do not appear on the MCH website

(which contained details of some customers) and have not otherwise provided their

contact details to Kegland. Further, that the MCH website did not contain the names

and details of all customers, in particular, that it did not contain narnes and details of

customers on the Retail Customer List.

See Transcript of Proceedings (MCH A ustralia Pty Ltd a Kee Doery €t Ors, S ECI 2018 0064, Kenne dy l, 12
]une 2019) 140.
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62 There was evidence to.support this claim. Thus, Mr Dollard annexed various posts

from the website aussiehomebrewer.com which recorded that email communications

were sent by Kegland to email addresses of MCH customers who had not made a

purchase from Kegland. or previously provided that particular email address to

Kegland.

63 For example, 2 posts from27 April 2018 read as follows:

#4

Posted Friday at2.L4pm

I have a question about the email newsletter sent out yes terday , which I receirted

at nn address that has neaer made a Kegland purchase.I have, however, bought from
Keg King [MCH's product] previously using this email,lMhat's going on here?

#5

Posted Friday at3.24pm

I wondered the same

After reading the email I jumped at the $89 new 19L kegs. Didn't think I
created a Kegland account but had purchased from KegKing [MCH's
product] previously. Went to log into KL and my addy which receiaed the email

utasn't registered.

So it seems Kee and KL have kept KK addys and are using them at KL. Not
very good practice IMO but in saying that I was huppy with the prices and

made a purchase.

It is really intriguing to see the fallout and price war between the two
companies now.

In a later afhdavit, Mr Dollard also alrnexes an online message from Ms Gail Lidden

posted online to MCH in May 2018 which asks:

64

Did your records gethacked? I ask because I was suddenly put on a KEGLAND
mailing list... just after my last order with you. I asked them how they got my
contact details but no reply. I'm not upset these things happen but just
wondering if it was a hack... pretty cheeky... or if an employee stole the

records and started a new business called Kegland?

65 There were 2 other posts of a similar nature.
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69

Mr Masterson's euidence

As indicated above, Mr Mastersory project analyst and developer, compared the

customer data from both MCH and Kegland to determine how much customer

information was shared.

He found that of the 10,552 email addresses from Kegland and 2,693 email addresses

from MCH, there were 588 email addresses in common. Of those in commoru 383

related to the Retail Customer List.

There are, however, some issues with this evidence that were not clarified at the

hearing of the application.

First, it was unclear that the data was directly comparable given the relevant dates do

not appear to coincide. Thus, the court was informed (without objection) that Mr

Masterson used the'Kegland list' as at3l January 2019. This was compared with the

MCH list - which was comprised of a Retail Customer List at 5 December 2018 and a

Wholesale Customer List as at December 2017.17

Second, it was unclear whether the subject matter was directly comparable. Thus,

while, according to Mr Liu, (in evidence cited below) the Kegland list was derived

from business and personal 'contacts', the MCH Customer List is defined by reference

to the information contained on an electronic database (including in its Magento and

YoUERP software) which stored the email addresses of customer uho had placed online

orders zuith MCH.18 This, therl would not include customers who placed orders over

the telephone.le Nor would it appear to cover 'contacts' who had not placed orders.

Transcript of Proceedings (MCH Australia Pty Ltd a Kee Doery I Ors, S ECi 2018 0064, Kenne dy J, 12

June 2019) 132.
Particulars to [58@)] of the Further Amended Statement of Claim dated 14 June 2019.
Affidavit of Daizhuo Wu sworn 8 May 2019 [18].
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MailChimp and sources for Kegland's customer list

In terms of records relating to the identity of customers who were sent the April2018

mailout, there was some unsatisfactory aspects to Kegland's affidavits. In his first

affidavit relating to discovery, Mr Liu (director) claimed that the customer list for the

April 2018 mailout contained customer information which was commercial-in-

confidence.2o However, in his second affidavit of documents, he stated that the April

2018 mailout list was no longer in existence.2l In his final afhdavtt, he confirmed that

Kegland was unable to ascertain its customer list as at April 2018.22 He further stated:

13 Kegland engaged MailChimp, a third party marketing services

provider, to distribute the April20L8 Mailout. Kegland conducted the
April2018 Mailout for about two weeks using the MailChimp service.

MailChimp calculates its costs on a monthly basis by reference to the
number of recipients of a mailout and length of time the mailout is
conducted. To minimise the costs of April 2018 Mailout Kegland
terminated the campaign about two weeks after it commenced. To
terminate the April 2018 Mailou! it was necessary remove both the
recipients of the April 2018 Mailout and the April 2018 Mailout
Campaign Document from the MailChimp plafform.

Kegland did not save a copy of the April 2018 Mailout Campaign on
any of its data storage services as defined in the 27 Marcll. 2019 Orders.

1,4

20

21,

22

23

24

This evidence is challenged by MCH's witress, Mr Daizhou Wu, who disputes that it

is necessary to delete a list of recipients since a campaign can be paused.23 He also

disputes the pricing alleged claiming that the cost per month depends on the total

subscribers stored rather than the length of the campaign.2a

The events surrounding the destruction of the MailChimp records may be the subject

of a credit attack at trial. Flowever, as fairly conceded by MCH, the evidence is now

Affidavit of Hong Rui Liu sworn 31, January 2019 l2@)|
Affidavit of Hong Rui Liu sworn 26February 2019l2P)1.
Affidavit of Hong Rui Liu sworn 3 April2019 [10(a)].
Affidavit of Daizhuo Wu sworn 8 May 20191321.

rbid [33].
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gone2s and cannot be retrieved

There was also reference to MCH seeking orders pursuant to s 89B of the Eaidence

(Miscellaneous Proaisions) Act 195S (Vic) given the unavailability of this document. This

enables a court to make a range of orders if it appears to the court that a document is

unavailable; no reproduction is available; and the unavailability is likely to cause

unfairness to MCH. Such orders include wide ranging orders beyond simply drawing

adverse irrf erences.26

Ffowever, no such order was sought on the hearing of this application (even

presuming the threshold is met). It follows that I am simply unable to find that the

non-availability of the MailChimp material assists MCH on this application as at this

stage of the proceeding.

Eaidence of Mr Liu

Mr Liu (director of Kegland) states that the documententitled 'Kegland Mail List.xlxs,'

being Kegland's customer list as at 31 ]anuary 2019, is closest to that used in the April

2018 mailout. He says that the document was originally named 'Email list from ebay

and magento export.csv' (prior to delivery to Kegland's solicitors) and was

maintained on a shared folder on its office network and periodically amended.

77 At [9] of his third affidavit, Mr Liu further states

I started the Kegland Customer List in or about January 2018 and it was
comprised of many of my business and personal contacts. The results of

Transcript of Proceedings (MCH Australia Pty Ltd a Kee Doery €t Ors, S ECI 2018 0064, Kerrredy J,12
June 2019) 135.

Section 898(2) states:
Without limiting subsection (1), a ruling or order may be-
(u) that an Adverse inference will be drawn from the unavailability of the documenf
(b) that a fact in issue between the parties be presumed to be true in the absence of evidence to the

contrary;
(") that certain evidence not be adduced;
(d) that all or part of a defence or statement of claim be struck ou!
(") that the evidential burden of proof be reversed in relation to a fact in issue.
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79

Kegland's enquiries as to the use and maintenance of the Kegland Customer
List are:

(a) I understand snd beline the Kegland Customer List is a cumulation of the

following...27

(i) contacts of an employee, Oliver Permezel;

(ii) information published by third parties, using an'Advanced Email Extuactor';

(iii) emails found in Mr Kang Shou Gao's eBay accoun!

(iv) email addresses through the 'sign up to our newsletter' option on the

Kegland website, or other communications between Kegland staff and third
parties;

(v) additional email addresses from customers who place orders on the Kegland
website.

A broad ranging attack was made on this evidence.

Thus, MCH first submitted that if the file was updated, it should have been converted

to .xls format. It was further suggested that the title (being email list from eBay and

Magento) suggested that there were two sources only.

Criticism was also made of the fact that the list of sources was provided on the basis

of what Mr Liu'understood and believed.'

. i rrr rl7there was some evidence of Mr Wu which suggested that the evidence of Mr Liu was

incorrect to the extent he suggested that the excel file was manually updated.

Flowever, Counsel did not take the court to any evidence to otherwise support his

criticisms. In such circumstances, I am unable to be satisfied as to whether the first set

of criticisms are well founded in the absence of consideration of appropriate expert

evidence.

There is however a farr basis for the second criticism. Thus the statement made is a

vague and generalised statement as to Mr Liu's 'understanding and belief' without

particularisation as to precise inquiries made and with whom. It is also telling that no

A summary of the affidavit of Hong Rui Liu sworn 3 April 2019l9l only follows and it is not a direct

quote from the same' 
20 T'DGMENT
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inquiry is explicitly made of Mr Doery (againstwhom the allegation is made)

I am therefore not satisfied that Mr Liu's explanation as to the origins of Kegland's list

is satisfactory.

84

Magento

The evidence of Mr Liu included that Kegland had 'conducted a search of its data

storage services' and that Kegland was 'unable to ascertain its customer list as at April

2018.',28

85 The evidence of Mr Wu was that Kegland uses the software called 'Magento' which

will store information about the date on which a customer first placed an order

through the website. Further, that Kegland would be able to derive a list of its

customers as at April 2018, which had not been provided.

86 The criticism of MCH was therefore that Kegland had not complied with its discovery

obligations in relation to Magento. It was further suggested that such evidence would

make a comparison more precise in circumstances where MCH intends to construct

its own list as at April 2018.

87 There may be some doubt whether Kegland has complied with its discovery

obligations in circumstances where order 3 of the orders made 27 March2019 merely

provided that Kegland file an affidavit which identified 'all inquiries undertaken,

including the outcome of the inquiries, into whether the form of the customer list in

April20l"8 can be ascertained.' Thus, although I have found parts of Mr Liu's affidavit

to be unsatisfactorl, he has identified that the April 2018 list does not exist after a

search of a database. The complaint also appears to be that some reconstruction ought

to occur - rather than that a document actually in existence ought be provided.

88 lrowever, even presuming there has been a breach, I am unable to 'fill gaps' to

Affidavit of Hong Rui Liu sworn 3 April 2019 [5].
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ascertain what, if anything further, such a listwould contain. Thus, the complaint does

not appear to assist MCH on this application even if discoyery obligations have been

breached.

It was then said the court would be asked to make appropriate orders under s 898 of

the Eaidence (Miscellaneous Proaisions) Act 1958 as a result. This was apparently a

reference to orders thatmightbe soughtattrial. Moreover, itwas unclear in any event

what orders would be appropriate.

At one stage it was suggested that the absence would be 'unlikely to assist' Kegland.2e

This, however, would not advance MCH's case on this application. It was also

suggested that MCH might also ask for a ruling at trial that the Masterson evidence

not be adduced.3O However, it was not identified as to whether this was appropriate,

nor does this appear to assist MCH at all (since this was part of the evidence it relied

on).

Overall, theru I do notconsider the evidence aboutMagento advanced MCH's case on

this application.

Mr Doery

As to the position of Mr Doery generally it was uncontested that Mr Doery had access

to the Customer List during the course of his employment.3l There was also evidence

that he left MCH after being terminated in difficult circumstances in October 2017.32

90

91.

92

93 There was further evidence that Mr Doery was involved in the incorporation of

Transcript of Proceedings (MCH Australia Pty Ltd a Kee Doery €t Ors, S ECI 2018 0064, Kennedy l' 12

Jtne2019)126.
rbid134.
rbid 45.

Affidavit of SimonJohn Dollard sworn 12 October 2018 [8].
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Kegland - a competitor of MCH33- very shortly thereafter in Decemb er 2017.3a He has

further admitted that he is an employee of Kegland.ss There is also an email from Mr

Doery of 23 February 2018 whereinhe states thathe had started a'much more efficient

and better business called www.Ke ', which email also describes Mr

Doery as responsible for 'Product Developmenf at Kegland.a6

It can also be expected that MCH will attack Mr Doery's credit at trial. However, what

is also significant for the purposes of this application, is that Mr Doery has not denied

copying or passing the information contained in either list (even through a solicitor)

to Kegland on facts which he could have spoken to. For the purposes of this

application I am able to, and do, draw an inference that his uncalled evidence would

therefore not assist Kegland.. Further, I may readily draw any inference available from

the other evidence.3T

Resolution on s 63

In relation to the suggestion that the overlap is small, this is no doubt true though it
must be borne in mind that the precise ambit of Mr Masterson's evidence remains to

be tested. The fact of an overlap is itself evidence in favour of MCH (albeit not decisive

evidence). It was also not alleged that Kegland necessarily copied 1,00% of the MCH

Customer Information. Indeed what may be more important is whether information

concerning pivotal customers was taken.38 This however is a matter for trial.

In relation to approaches to MCH's clients it may be that this occurred independently

of copying as Kegland suggests. However, this needs to be considered in the context

Affidavit of Simon john Dollard sworn 12 October 2013 [13]-[14]; See also [56] of Defence and
Counterclaim dated 4 July 2018.
Exhibit SJD-42 to affidavit of Simon john Dollard sworn 5 December 2018.
Defence and Counterclaim dated aJdy 20151571.
Exhibit SJD-17 to alftdavit of Simon John Dollard swom 12 October 2018.

lones u Dunkel (1959) 101 CLR 298; See also John Heydon, Cross on Eaidence, (Lexis Nexis Butterworths,
11ft ed, 2017) pp.38-a0.
See affidavit of Mr Daizhuo Wu sworn 8 May 2019 134l-1351 where Mr Wu deposes that the top 10
Wholesale customers of Keg King accounted for 32% of total wholesale sales and that there has been a
decrease in purchases of Keg King's top wholesale customer of regulators and gas cylinders.
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of all the evidence where the approaches are only one of a range of relevant matters

available to be relied upon.

97 Overall, then I consider that there are a number of pieces of evidence which, if

accepted, and taken cumulatively, could give rise to an inference that Mr Doery has

improperly used the MCH Customer Information as alleged. Critically, these matters

include that Mr Doery had access to the Customer LisU that he left MCH aftet being

terminated in difficult circumstances in October 2017; that he was involved in the

incorporation of a competitor, Kegland, very shortly thereafter in December 2017.

Further, that, within a further few months (in April 2018), a number of approaches

were made to former MCH clients who had not previously given their email details

to Kegland; and evidence of an overlap of some 588 email addresses in common to

both Kegland and MCH.

Against this evidence there has only been an unsatisfactory explanation from

Kegland's director, Mr Liu, as to how the Kegland Customer List was created.

These matters, ir -y view, could give rise to the inference alleged. That inference is

also fortified on this application in circumstances where Mr Doery has not given

evidence.

100 This is not to say that MCH will not face some serious challenges at trial. Mr Doery

(who is separately represented) may also ultimately provide appropriate denials/

explanations. llowever, having regard to the caution I am to appIy,I am simply not

satisfied, on the basis of the evidence on this application, that MCH has 'no real

prospect of success' with its MCH Customer Information claim.

Resolution on s64 - Discretion

101 It is unnecessary to consider the question of discretion. Flowever, I will briefly

summarise my views for the sake of completeness.

98

99

1.02
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Senior Counsel for MCH relied on five points in support of the exercise of the court's
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discretion:

a

a

Firstly, that there was no challenge to the legal foundation of the case;

Second, that the underlying facts were complex where there was a challenge to

Mr Doery at large in the context of very serious allegations against him;

Third, that the evidence of Kegland before the court was selective with no

evidence from either Mr Doery (or Mr Luo) and no evidence even through
information and belief;

Fourth, that a number of claims would already proceed to trial. In particular,

that the underlying Customer List Claim would proceed against Mr Doery by
reason that no application had been brought by him to strike it ouf and

Finally, that there was no utility in fragmentation.

a

103 In response to this, Kegland challenged the suggestion that it would necessarily be

present at trial and highlighted that there was more extensive work with the extra

Customer Claim.

104 Notwithstanding any prejudice to Kegland, I am of the view tha! having regard to the

first, fourth and fifth matters cited above, this matter ought not be determined

summarily if I was wrong as to the real prospect of success.

105 It is significant that both the Price List Claim and the ACL claim remain extant. The

Customer List Claim is also to proceed.against Mr Doery. In those circumstances, it is

appropriate to exercise the discretion given the need to avoid fragmentation of a fact

intensive case which is to proceed to trial in any event.

Conclusion

106 The plaintiff will be given leave to file and serve a Second Further Amended Statement

of Claim consistent with these Reasons.

I07 The third defendant's Amended Summons dated 15 April 2019 is otherwise
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